
Princess F45
GBP 786'210 inkl. MwSt.

Hersteller

Princess Yachts
Art

neu, auf Bestellung
Jahr

2023
Zustand

neu

Länge

14.35 m
Breite

4.25 m
Tiefgang

1.09 m
Verdrängung

16779 kg
Material

Kunststoff GFK

Motor

Volvo IPS-600
Motorleistung

2 x 323 kW / 440 PS
Antriebsart

anderer
Treibstoff

Diesel
Brennstofftank

1300 l

Frischwassertank

455 l
Fäkalientank

150 l

Beschreibung
Auch mit anderer Motorisierung lieferbar. Preis ab Werk Plymouth!

Herzog Marinecenter AG
Städerried 5, 6053 Alpnachstad | +41 41 672 91 91 | info@herzog.ch | http://www.herzog.ch
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Bowthruster (120 KgF) with dual station controls £8,250.00

Volvo Dynamic Positioning System £22,197.00

Volvo “Easy-Boating” upgrade package incorporating Volvo Dynamic
Positioning System, Volvo Assisted Docking system, Volvo Easy Connect
system, Volvo Interceptor system with Active Ride Control.

(Note: this pack also includes variable speed bow thruster in order to
make the most of the Assisted docking system. To be ordered with engine
selection)

(Note: When Garmin Surround is selected, this will be incorporated into
the Volvo Assisted Docking System)

£34,426.00

STABILISATION

Gyro Stabilisation (Seakeeper 6)  - Includes upper helm control via the 
chart plotter screens  (recommended generator 9.5kW with this option)

£71,615.00

Gyro Stabilisation (Quick X16) (recommended generator 9.5kW, with this 
option)

£58,594.00

HULL COLOUR

As standard:-

Radar arch finished in White
Canopy roof finished in White
Canopy detail above canopy sides and canopy detail above glazing 
painted in Graphite Grey metallic 
Engine air vent cover and saloon window extensions painted in Onyx 
Black metallic.

White Gel Coat Finish
(with dark grey waterline and black antifouling, hull and bathing platform 
fendering is white with stainless steel insert)

N.E.C.  

Aft canopy feature in chamfer in white GRP finish as standard

Aft canopy feature chamfer in Ice Blue £2,504.00

ENGINES & DRIVE

Volvo 2 x IPS 600, 2 x 440 mhp (Diesel)                                                         £786,210.00

Volvo 2 x IPS 650, 2 x 480 mhp (Diesel)                                                         £807,750.00
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Aft canopy feature chamfer in Titanium £2,504.00

Aft canopy feature chamfer in Bright Silver £2,504.00

Aft canopy feature chamfer in Electric Blue £2,504.00

Aft canopy feature chamfer in Signal Red £2,504.00

WATERLINES / ANTIFOULING

Antifoul IPS drives & propellors
(includes preparing surfaces, priming and applying 3 coats of 
International Trilux 33 copper oxide free antifoul - recommended for high 
fouling areas)

£1,271.00

INTERIOR FURNITURE

Rovere Oak interior wood satin finish (galley floor is in V groove planked 
Walnut as standard)

N.E.C.  

Alba Oak interior wood satin finish (galley floor is in V groove planked 
Light Oak as standard)

N.E.C.  

£10,549.00

£10,549.00

£13,732.00

£13,732.00

£2,499.00

Walnut interior wood satin finish (galley floor is in V groove planked
Walnut as standard)

Silver Oak interior wood satin finish (galley floor is in V groove planked
Walnut as standard)

Silver Oak interior wood gloss finish (galley floor is in V groove planked
Walnut as standard)

Walnut interior wood gloss finish (galley floor is in V groove planked
Walnut as standard)

Fit V-groove planked flooring to forward saloon and helm in same finish
as galley floor

Fit V-groove planked wenge floor in galley in place of standard £980.00

Fit V-groove planked wenge floor in forward saloon and helm, in place of
standard carpet

£3,883.00

Standard lower helm console has an Anthracite Grey painted finish and 
helm seats are upholstered in Quartz III Putty leather
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LAYOUT

Forward cabin to have scissor berth conversion £4,243.00

Optional flybridge wetbar incorporating sink, electric griddle/BBQ, waste
bin and top loading coolbox

£6,096.00

Deck saloon table to have conversion to double berth £4,443.00

Sideboard in place of sofa in Stateroom £3,468.00

Flip-up arm rests to flybridge helm & navigator seating (2 per seat) £2,811.00

STYLING

Elevate the overall styling and ambiance of your yacht with design 
elements selected exclusively from the Design Studio collection

ALLURE COLLECTION

Exterior styling includes:
-Flybridge helm seats in Met Ice with quilting details and Met Macadamia 
contrast accents
-Exterior upholstery in Met Ice with Met Macadamia contrast accents
-Teak/sythetic teak step nosing upgrade (to include side decks when 
selected)
-Flybridge console finished in metallic Oyster Grey
-Foredeck sunbed cushions in Met Ice with adjustable headrests and Met 
Macadamia contrast accents
-Radar arch finished in metallic Graphite Grey (note all equipment 
mounted on radar arch, including mast is left as standard supplied finish – 
i.e. not finished in graphite grey metallic)

£16,467.00

GALLEY

Galley  countertop including starboard sideboard are Solid surface White
(satin finish) as standard

Carrera Grey galley countertop £775.00

Carrera White galley countertop £775.00

Grey Crystal galley countertop £775.00

Grey Horizon galley countertop £775.00
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Ice Crystal galley countertop £775.00

Koko White galley countertop £775.00

Peakstone galley countertop £775.00

BATHROOMS

Bathroom vanity tops are Carrera White Solid Surface (gloss finish) as 
standard. Floors are Koko White Solid Surface (satin finish) as standard

COLOUR SCHEME

Colour scheme can be selected from the Quartz VIII fabric book and
Quartz III carpet book as standard

Additional charge for Milan X upholstery fabric £1,820.00

Additional charge for Quartz III leather upholstery in deck saloon £5,730.00

Additional charge for Platinum III leather upholstery in deck saloon
(Band A)

£11,793.00

Additional charge for Platinum III leather upholstery in deck saloon 
(Band B)

£15,396.00

£25,983.00

£20,065.00

DECK HARDWARE

Electro-hydraulic swimming platform
(400 Kg SWL - maximum advised tender weight 150Kg) with dinghy
chock system

Cockpit seat to have powered sliding mechanism with infill cushion
(increases length of cockpit by 400mm), includes sliding tender chock
system allowing powered cockpit seat to move into aft position without
deploying tender

Standard deck material to transom platform, cockpit, and steps to side
deck is 6mm teak with black caulking

Teak with black caulking (6mm) to flybridge deck £8,724.00

Teak with black caulking (6mm)to side decks £12,030.00
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Synthetic teak with black caulking - fitted to transom platform, cockpit 
and steps to side deck (to include passerelle, where selected)

N.E.C.  

Synthetic teak with black caulking to flybridge deck £8,724.00

Synthetic teak with black caulking to side decks £12,030.00

Electro-hydraulic passerelle (2.5m letterbox type) £25,353.00

Passerelle wiring - in order to be able to use the remote control when the
main battery master switches are off, the passerelle is wired directly to the
domestic batteries via an isolation switch on the main AC/DC panel

Passerelle to be wired via the master switch in addition to its own switch N.E.C.

Additional 10m of galvanised  9.5mm anchor chain to give a total of 50
metres

£156.00

Side boarding gates to cockpit area £8,293.00

20kg stainless steel Lewmar Epsilon anchor, with stainless steel Lewmar
swivel, in place of standard

£1,583.00

£2,251.00

£3,489.00

Electric barbeque, sink with hot/cold water in transom seat overhang in
place of locker

Foldable carbon fibre hot and cold transom shower with deck mounting
socket and stowage bag

Sliding window to portside of saloon £1,939.00

GENERATOR

Prices include shore support changeover switch, automatic fire
extinguisher, remote control panel and electric hob in place of standard

ONAN 7 kW/50Hz generator (with hydrohush exhaust system) £16,063.00

ONAN 9.5 kW/50Hz generator (with hydrohush exhaust system) £16,580.00

ELECTRICAL

UK 220v/240v sockets N.E.C.  

Continental 220v/240v sockets N.E.C.  
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£522.00Multi sockets, in place of standard sockets (throughout craft)
"please note that as these sockets will take various plug types it is the
customers’ responsibility to ensure that the appliance being plugged in
matches the boats operating voltage. PYL cannot be held liable for
equipment damage that results from a mismatch of voltages"
(not for use in USA or Australia)

Single Glendinning cablemaster £3,608.00

AGM 90Ah batteries in place of standard (start & domestic batteries)  not
applicable with generator option

£2,563.00

£2,881.00AGM 90Ah batteries in place of standard (for start, domestic and
generator batteries  - when generator option is selected)

Underwater transom lights (2 LUMISHORE SMX 53 Blue/White) £3,016.00

Underwater lights to aft hull sides (4 LUMISHORE SMX 53 Blue/White)
(2 per side)

£6,010.00

Foredeck freshwater anchor/deckwash system £501.00

Ceramic electric hob (3 burner) in place of standard diesel hob
(Fitted as standard when the generator is selected)

£609.00

Icemaker fitted to port galley unit £2,073.00

Combination washing machine/dryer (fitted below companionway stairs in
Master cabin)

£2,709.00

Dishwasher in galley (drawer type, 6 place setting) * only available when 
the electric hob is selected (ie not available with standard Diesel Hob)

£1,669.00

Exterior lighting upgrade package
Additional deck lights to flybridge, side decks and foredeck area (total 8), 
pop up lantern to flybridge forward dinette (1)

£1,325.00
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AUDIO VISUAL & COMMUNICATIONS

STANDARD SYSTEM 

Incorporates:
Deck saloon - Fusion Apollo MS-RA770 with  
AM/FM/Bluetooth/DAB/WIFI and external USB. Paired with Focal 
speakers (2)

Flybridge – Waterproof Fusion speakers (2) linked to saloon sound 
system (Fusion Apollo MS-ERX400)

Includes 2 x Fusion MS-ARX70 wireless remotes in black (supplied loose 
for later fitting)

Master Cabin Audio Package (Fusion) 
Fusion Apollo MS-RA670 with DAB and external USB, paired with 
Fusion speakers (2)

£1,443.00

Forward Guest Cabin Audio Package (Fusion)
Fusion Apollo MS-SRX400 Radio/Wi-Fi/Bluetooth and Fusion speakers 
(2)

£1,287.00

Forward Guest Cabin TV & Audio Package (Fusion only)
24” LED TV with Fusion MS-RA670 with DAB and external USB, 
paired with Fusion speakers (2)  Local connection points with a 230V AC 
outlet, HDMI and RJ45 Ethernet point, this will allow audio and video 
media to be played back via the TV with audio routed through the audio 
system, there is also the provision to easily connect third party devices 
such as game consoles and video streaming devices.

£3,893.00
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£26,613.00

£7,124.00

£2,978.00

£2,466.00

PREMIUM AUDIO SYSTEM
Incorporates:
Deck Saloon – Naim Uniti Atom audio system with Bluetooth, multi-zone
streaming capability and dedicated app. Paired with upgraded Focal
speakers (2) and  subwoofer.

Flybridge - Naim Uniti Atom audio system with Bluetooth, multi-zone
streaming capability and dedicated app. Paired with JL Audio  waterproof
speakers (2), Subwoofer and amplifier.

Cockpit – JL Audio waterproof speakers (2) linked to Saloon audio
system.

Master cabin – Naim Uniti Atom audio system with Bluetooth, multi-zone
streaming capability and dedicated app. Paired with Focal  speakers (2)
and subwoofer.

Forward guest cabin - Naim Uniti Atom audio system with Bluetooth,
multi-zone streaming capability and dedicated app. Paired with Focal
speakers (2)

System includes:
On-board WIFI network incorporating external WIFI and 3G/4G antenna
for extended range. Enabling connectivity to onshore WIFI networks
throughout the vessel including external guest areas. (Mobile internet
connectivity requires an activated mobile data SIM card - NOT
SUPPLIED)

Combination inverter charger fitted, providing seamless transfer between
generators/shore power and inverted battery power for saloon A/V &
galley fridge.

Deck Saloon TV & Audio Package (Fusion & Naim)
43” LED TV on a powerlift mechanism linked to audio system
Local connection points with a 230V AC outlet, HDMI, USB and RJ45
Ethernet point, this will allow audio and video media to be to be played
back via the TV with audio routed through the audio system, there is also
the provision to easily connect third party devices such as game consoles
and video streaming devices.

Master cabin TV & Audio Package (Fusion & Naim)
43”  LED TV linked to audio system (when selected)

Forward Guest Cabin TV & Audio Package (Naim only)
24” LED TV linked to audio system (When Premium Audio option is
selected)
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Cockpit Audio Package (Fusion only)
Fusion Apollo MS-SRX400.  Paired with Fusion waterproof speakers (2)

£1,416.00

On-board WIFI network incorporating external WIFI and 3G/4G antenna 
for extended range. Enabling connectivity to onshore WIFI networks 
throughout the vessel including external guest areas. (Mobile internet 
connectivity requires an activated mobile data SIM card - NOT 
SUPPLIED)

£2,741.00

£24,809.00

£6,020.00

£6,230.00

£630.00

NAVIGATION

The Princess F45 is fitted with an autopilot (with rate gyro) and a single
Volvo/Garmin 16" multifunction display at the lower and upper helm
incorporating GPS/chartplotter, echo sounder, log trip as well as engine
instrumentation and autopilot controls. Fuel gauges and helm position
indicator are also displayed.  If additional multifunction displays are not
specified the single 16" screen is fitted centrally

Garmin Surround view system. Incorporates 6 cameras.
(Note: Cameras displayed on multifunction display unit)

Garmin GMR 424 XHD2 digital colour radar with 48", 4Kw scanner
 (will display on standard 16" screen which allows separate or split
displays with standard chart plotter and engine instrumentation)

Second Volvo/Garmin 16" colour multifunction display fitted at lower
helm

Garmin (GMI 20 colour) 4" multifunction display at lower helm (for
separate display and control of individual functions e.g. log and echo
sounder)

Second Volvo/Garmin 16" colour multifunction display at the upper helm £6,230.00

Garmin (GMI 20 colour) 4" multifunction display at upper helm £630.00

Garmin chart plotters have embedded charts which cover certain areas of
the world, to ensure the correct version of plotter is fitted please indicate
the area of use

European version plotter N.E.C.

Rest of World version plotter N.E.C.

USA version plotter N.E.C.
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This craft is fitted with a Garmin 315 dual station VHF/DSC with
intercom - to ensure correct unit is fitted, please indicate VHF/RT DSC
registration

International VHF N.E.C.

USA VHF N.E.C.

Garmin AIS Class B transponder interfaced with chartplotters £1,540.00

NB Automatic Identification System Class B both transmits and receives
ship identification, position, course and speed information also please
note the AIS installation price does not include final commissioning which
must be carried out locally once ship's name, call sign and MMSI number
are known

AIRCONDITIONING

Note: Standard craft without air conditioning will be fitted with one 32 
amp shore support socket.  If air conditioning is requested then a second 
32 amp shore support will be fitted.

Reverse cycle AIRCONDITIONING / HEATING : (58,000 Btu - tropical 
specification up to 40°C )
(Includes outlets in all guest areas and bathrooms) 
Recommended Generator : 9.5 kW

£26,257.00

£22,111.00

£1,125.00

HEATING / DEMIST

Eberspacher M10 boat heating - includes outlets in both toilet
compartments (Note: Boat heating cannot be fitted when air conditioning
is specified)

Cockpit heating outlet including silencer. (Note : Can only be fitted if
Eberspacher M10 boat heating is selected)

Windscreen demist system using warm air heater powered from calorifier £2,229.00

MOSQUITO SCREENS

Mosquito screens for all opening portlights £619.00
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£3,635.00

HOLDING TANK / TOILETS

The standard holding tank (approx. 33 gallons / 150 litres) includes a
remote tank contents gauge.  The toilets discharge directly into the tank.
The holding tank has both dockside and manual overboard discharge
facilities fitted as standard.

Electric discharge
In addition to the manual overboard and dockside discharge facilities an
electric overboard discharge system is fitted.  The electric overboard
discharge system incorporates an electric valve with timer.  When the
pump is turned on a time delay allows the electric valve to open before the
pump starts. When the pump is switched off the valve closes.  This means
the through hull seacock does not need to be opened/closed every time the
pump is switched on.  The through hull seacock is itself fitted with a
micro switch which prevents operation of the pump when it is closed.  The
electric valve has a manual override facility

Run all bathroom sink / shower outlets into black water holding tank £258.00

EXTERIOR UPHOLSTERY / CANVAS / COVERS

ALL exterior seating to be in Comfort Exterior III Met with Met, Vogue 
or Hitch contrast accents 

Colour : …………………………  Contrast : ………………………

£856.00

ALL exterior seating to be in Comfort Exterior III Vogue with Met, 
Vogue or Hitch contrast accents
  
Colour : …………………………  Contrast : ………………………

£964.00

Foredeck Sunbeds with integrated headrest - Comfort Exterior III Met 
with Met, Vogue or Hitch contrast
  
Colour : …………………………  Contrast : ………………………

£1,718.00

Foredeck Sunbeds with integrated headrest - Comfort Exterior III Vogue 
with Met,  Vogue or Hitch contrast
  
Colour : …………………………  Contrast : ………………………

£1,928.00

Fit reticulated foam to all standard exterior cockpit, flybridge 
seating/sunpads in place of standard

£3,543.00
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Fit reticulated foam to foredeck sunpad cushion in place of standard £1,018.00

Exterior covers - Grey canvas N.E.C.

Exterior covers - Dark Blue canvas N.E.C.

Bimini top - Dark blue canvas £5,735.00

Bimini top - Grey canvas £5,735.00

Additional charge for Bimini to have dimmable LED overhead lighting
(switched from console)

£1,497.00

White mesh windscreen covers in place of standard black N.E.C.  

£835.00

ACCESSORIES

Princess China (5 piece consisting of plate, side plate, bowl, cup and
saucer) - 6 place setting

David Mellor 'Paris' Cutlery (6 pieces) - 6 place setting £910.00

Princess Glasses (6 wine, 6 tumbler) £458.00

Towels  - one hand and one shower - White with grey logo (set) £129.00

Fenders socks with Princess Logo - Grey (each) £54.00

Fenders socks with Princess Logo - Dark Blue (each) £54.00

SIGNWRITING

Signwriting details (applied in black vinyl finish) (complete information 
below)

Name: ……………………………

Port: ……………………………..

Colour : …………………………

Style : …………………………..

£312.00
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MANUALS

The Princess Owner’s Manual will be supplied in the English language 
unless otherwise requested

Princess Owner’s Manual to be supplied in the French language N.E.C.  

Princess Owner’s Manual to be supplied in the German language N.E.C.  

Princess Owner’s Manual to be supplied in the Italian language N.E.C.  

Princess Owner’s Manual to be supplied in the Spanish language N.E.C.  

SPARES

1Kg Hull/Superstructure gelcoat £59.00

Additional fenders with ropes (28" x 9") each £92.00

Spare anodes for (optional) bowthruster £59.00

Spare anodes for (optional) electro-hydraulic transom platform £97.00

Spare set Volvo anodes for both IPS units and for the ACP unit
(NB. The Volvo anodes are 'Exhaust Anodes' and the 'Volvo Active
Corrosion Protection' unit is connected to the boats DC system and is
fitted as standard.  A separate grounding plate is also fitted)

£657.00

SHIPPING

Strip down and stow all removable items from the flybridge including the 
arch. Volvo IPS drive to also be removed.  Boat to then be made ready for 
road transport -  Please note that this option is not possible with Allure 
Collection painted radar arch

£3,398.00
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SEA DELIVERY

Only allowed if previously agreed.  Distributor or Princess Yachts
Limited approved delivery skipper to collect.  Owner MAY NOT collect -
Distributor must carry out pre-delivery inspection before handover to
owner, irrespective of whether craft leaves Plymouth by road or sea.

NOTE:  PRINCESS YACHTS LIMITED LIABILITY FOR
INSURANCE OF CRAFT CEASES FROM THE MOMENT THE
DELIVERY SKIPPER OR DISTRIBUTOR GOES ABOARD

FUEL : Fill craft with fuel (1,640 litres) £2,649.00

Compass adjuster to swing both compasses £641.00

Supply 5 litre container of engine oil £75.00

Ecoworks for Princess - complete boat, sustainable cleaning solution.
Including all concentrated products – washdown, engine, rib, teak deck,
bilge, glass, all surface, laundry, fabric, washroom & heads cleaners,
sanitiser, fog buster, wood & wax varnish, washing-up liquid, trigger
spray bottles (x4) and  jute storage bag

£382.00

Authorised Signatory...................................................................... Date .......................................................
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Princess 45 Yard No: ..............................

I N TE R I O R  CO LO UR  S CHE M E
C A R P E T

Carpet

S A L O O N

Blinds Metallic Grey manual venetian blinds are
fitted as standard

Upholstery

A F T  G A L L E Y

Blinds Metallic Grey manual venetian blinds are
fitted as standard

Patio door blinds Oceanair Pleated Skysol Classic Sheer Horizon
227-0204

O W N E R ’ S  S T A T E R O O M

Blinds Metallic Grey manual venetian blinds are
fitted as standard

Bedding*
Fitted Bedcover / Plain Blanket / Quilted Blanket

Bed head

Sofa

F O R W A R D  C A B I N

Blinds Metallic Grey manual venetian blinds are
fitted as standard

Bedding*
Fitted Bedcover / Plain Blanket / Quilted Blanket

Bed head

B A T H R O O M S

Blinds Gold Bullion manual venetian blinds are fitted
as standard

*Please indicate style of bedding required: Fitted bedcover is standard; Plain blankets have no Dacron filling
(just lined blanket) and include bed linen; Quilted blankets will be square quilted unless otherwise stated and
include bed linen. Additional charges may apply when blankets are specified

An Interior Styling Guide is available for guidance when completing this form. Princess Design Studio Colour
Schemes and Cushion Styling Packages are available to choose from as required. These can be accessed via
the Princess online portal.
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